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New York-Based RTTS Hits Back at Offshore Outsourcing  

RTTS’ Onshore Testing Programs Provide Maximum ROI, Prevent Ills of Offshore Outsourcing 
 
New York, February 25, 2009 – RTTS (http://www.rtts.com), the premier provider of software 
quality for critical business applications, announced today that the company is taking a stand 
against offshore outsourcing by providing IT organizations with onshore alternatives.  While 
offshore outsourcing is a popular solution for cutting costs, a recent CIO article stated that 
upwards of 53 percent of customers have not realized business value/return on investment 
from the practice.  RTTS’ onshore testing services can help clients achieve significant 
productivity while avoiding the potential issues common in offshore outsourcing. 
 
“Since 1996, RTTS has had extensive experience in providing software quality for Fortune 500 
firms and mid-sized businesses.  As a result, we have worked with clients utilizing offshore 
outsourcing and we have seen many instances of the problems they experience firsthand,” 
stated Bill Hayduk, president of RTTS. 
 
“Keeping these negative outcomes and the current economic situation in mind, we are 
committed to ensuring that software quality is within the reach of organizations everywhere,” 
Hayduk continued.  “As a result, RTTS has two programs, TestPack and O3, based on the 
concept of increasing the productivity per dollar spent on testing.  These programs utilize the 
expertise of our American employees and are an ideal way to achieve a higher ROI for 
outsourced testing.” 
 
TestPack - Bankable Testing Hours at a Predictable Cost 
With RTTS’ TestPack, clients can take advantage of a predictable-cost model for utilizing 
RTTS’ test engineers.  In this model, clients prepay for bankable-hour packs, which have one 
blended rate for RTTS experts and can be utilized on an as-needed basis for test projects.  
Whenever testing needs arise, RTTS performs performance, load, automated functional, 
security, manual or other types of tests when the client needs them performed.  The benefit is 
a predictable pricing model for long-term testing needs, the ability to expand and contract staff 
as needs change, without changing budgeted costs, and of course, better quality software. 
 
O3 - Onshore Off-Site Outsourced Testing 
RTTS' O3 program leverages RTTS’ test engineers for work on client projects from the 
company’s multiple U.S. offices. Like TestPack, clients can use O3 for automated regression 
testing, manual testing, performance or load testing or application security testing. 
 
These alternatives to offshore outsourcing provide greater productivity per dollar than 
offshoring, resulting in maximum ROI and cost savings. And both services allow clients to take 
advantage of the quality that RTTS has been known for since 1996.  For more information on 
these and other services offered by RTTS, visit www.rtts.com/services/outsourcing. 
 
 



About RTTS: 
RTTS (http://www.rtts.com) is the premier professional services organization that specializes in 
providing software quality for critical business applications. With offices in New York, Atlanta, 
Philadelphia and Phoenix, RTTS has been serving Fortune 500 and mid-sized companies 
since 1996. For more information visit www.rtts.com. 
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